TOPIC UMBRELLA – Y6
CLASS: Y6

TERM: Candlemas 2018

Our topic until half term will be a case study of Kenya, East Africa. You can see how different subjects link together under an ‘umbrella’ Geography topic
which adds interest and relevance for the children. (Maths and some other subjects are not included because they are taught in isolation) Children will
be encouraged to ask questions and will be given the opportunity to research and pursue areas of personal interest within the topic.

UMBRELLA TOPIC: GEOGRAPHY – KENYA

(DESIGN TECHNOLOGY:
What jewellery and cultural
artefacts are used by different
Kenyan tribes?
We will be looking at jewellery,
clothing and ceremonial
weapons used by the different
tribes in Kenya. Children will
then research, design and make
a replica of a traditional
artefact. (Plus – making
traditional Kenyan food [Ugali]

SCIENCE:
How are light and shadows
formed?
We will explore how light
travels and how this created
shadows. The children will find
out how light allows us to see
and how rainbows are formed.

ENGLISH:

LANGUAGES:

 Writing a non-chronological report on
Kenya. (Using topic research)

Where in the world speaks
French?

 Writing a tourist guide for an area of
Kenya (Persuasive writing).

The children will explore the
culture of France and other
French speaking countries this
term.

 Stories set in Kenya / descriptive writing
linked to settings - Geography

ART & DESIGN:

How do the different regions of Kenya differ
in their Physical and human geography?

What patterns and designs are used by
different tribes in Kenya?
Children will find out about the patterns and
colours used by different tribes in Kenya and
discover their cultural significance. Children will
then reproduce these patterns on paper and
textiles using different media.

INDEPENDENT SUBJECT
RE: Why do Hindus want to be
good?
Study of Hindu values and stories.

MUSIC:

GEOGRAPHY:

Children will find out about the key physical
features of Kenya as well as the main cities
and tourist attractions. Children will use
different types of map to locate and research
these features.

INDEPENDENT SUBJECT
COMPUTING:
The children will be using media to
film and produce before moving
onto coding.

What is the traditional music of kenya?
How does Kenyan music link to Kenyan
dance?
Children will listen to a range of traditional
and contemporary Kenyan music, recreating
the rhythms using percussion instruments.

INDEPENDENT SUBJECT

INDEPENDENT SUBJECT
MATHS:
o

PE:

o

Gymnastics, Dance &
Hockey

o
o

Fractions, decimals and
percentages
Multiplying and dividing
decimals.
Converting metric measures
SATs revision

MyMaths Homework will continue to be set every Friday – PE will be on a Monday this term. There will be additional Homework tasks as part of preparation for the KS2 SATs tests.

